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 Garden of   _  _  _  _
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How long did it rain for? 40 days and nights
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God provided a...

“Abraham, Abraham!... 
Lay not thine hand 

upon the lad...
 for now I know that 

thou fearest God.”  
Genesis 22:11-12
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“I am with thee... I will not leave thee” Genesis 28:15

jacob s
 dream
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1 1
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Jacob made Joseph “a coat of many colours” Genesis 37:3
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Pharaoh's daughter “called his name _  _  _  _  _; 
and she said, because I drew him out of the water.”

Exodus 2:10
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WILDERNESS   
WANDERINGS

Pillar of firePillar of cloud

by _  _  _ by _  _  _  _  _ 
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PRIMARY INSTRUCTIONS STAGE 1  (4–6 years)

PARENTS PLEASE REMEMBER:
•	 Your children look for and need your support, encouragement, and ideas when working on their projects,  

but the actual work on each page must be the child’s own work.
•	 Please read the booklet ‘GUIDELINES TO GOOD PROJECTS’, available for download from  

https://cssa.asn.au/downloads/booklets. 
•	 Remember that the layout and size of the pictures on each page must not be altered, to ensure fairness in 

marking.
•	 The activities have been printed on one side of the page for ease of completion. The activity must be completed 

on this side only. Any extra information placed on the back of the page won't be considered for marking.
•	 Do not write your name anywhere on the project. 
•	 Hand the project in to your Sunday School Superintendent by the due date, 30th JULY 2023.

PLEASE NOTE:
“Show" means you may choose to draw, paint, glue, use collage or any other technique to illustrate the subject.
“Colour” means you may use pencil, paint, crayon, texta or glued on colour or decorations to make your  

picture attractive.
“Write” means you may write with pencil, biro, texta etc, or you may use any other way to tell your  

answer in words.

Page 1. Colour in the Title Page as neatly as you can ............................................................................................q

Page 2. Creation (Lesson 1 and 2)
 1. Colour in the heading and the pictures of each day of Creation in the Creation wheel .....q
 2. On the cut-out page you will find a circle the same size as the Creation wheel.  
  Carefully cut around the outside of the circle and the open section (be careful not to  
  cut right into the centre). You may like to paste this onto thin card to strengthen it,  
  wait for it to dry, and then cut it out again. THE VERY LAST THING TO DO ON YOUR  
  PROJECT: Punch a hole through the centre of the Creation wheel, and fix the circle from  
  the cut out page over the drawings with a split pin. ........................................................................q
 3.  Adam and Eve were the first people God created. In the space provided at the bottom  
  of the page, write the answer to the question, Where did God put Adam and Eve  
  after He created them? ................................................................................................................................q

Page 3. Noah's Ark  (Lesson 5)
 1. Colour the heading and Noah's Ark........................................................................................................q
 2.  Show Noah and some pairs of animals coming out the Ark or on the dry ground after  
  the flood. You can cut out and use the animals provided on the cut-out page, or you can 
  draw your own................................................................................................................................................q
 3.  At the bottom of the page, trace around the dashes to find out how many days  
  and nights it rained for. ...............................................................................................................................q

 Page 4. Offering Isaac  (Lesson 8)
 1.  Colour in the heading and Abraham and Isaac at the altar............................................................q
 2.  Colour in the answer to what God provided for an offering instead of Isaac. .........................q
 3.  In the space at the bottom of the page, show the animal caught in the thicket.  
  You can use the one provided on the cut-out page, or you may like to create your own.  
  Perhaps you could use popsticks or straw to create the thicket. You could use wool  
  or felt to show the animal ..........................................................................................................................q
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Page 5. Jacob's Dream  (Lesson 11)
 1.  Colour the heading and picture. ..............................................................................................................q
 2.  Here is the staircase Jacob saw in his dream. Show Jacob asleep at the bottom. 
  Remember he had a stone for his pillow. .............................................................................................q
 3.  Show some angels going up and down the staircase. If you like, you could make  
  some angels out of white pipe cleaners. Bend a pipecleaner in half and make a twist  
  a little way down from the bend. This loop is the head. Use half a pipe cleaner to twist  
  around the body below the head to make the arms. Cover the rest of the body with  
  white material. An easy way to do this is to cut a hole in the centre of a square piece  
  of material and poke the head through. Tie the material in place with a piece of wool  
  or thread ...........................................................................................................................................................q

Page 6. Joseph  (Lesson 12)
 1. Write or show the heading at the top of the page (hint: which son did Jacob give a  
  colourful coat to?). ........................................................................................................................................q
 2.  Show how colourful Joseph's coat is. Use the following code to match the numbers  
  to a colour: 1=yellow   2=purple   3=green   4=blue. 
      You may like to neatly glue on scraps of material or perhaps you could colour the  
  coat with paint, textas or pencils. ............................................................................................................q
 3.  Colour in the border around the page as brightly as you can with your own choice  
  of colours. ........................................................................................................................................................ .q

Page 7. Baby Moses  (Lesson 16)
 1.  Colour the heading and picture. ..............................................................................................................q
 2.  Show the ark in the water with baby Moses inside. You may like to use the ark on  
  the cut-out page and decorate it.............................................................................................................q
 3. Fill in the missing name in the sentence at the bottom of the page. .........................................q

Page 8. Wilderness Wanderings  (Lesson 22)
 1.  Trace over the heading ................................................................................................................................q
 2. God used a pillar of cloud and a pillar of fire to lead the children of Israel through  
  the wilderness. Show the pillars of cloud and fire in the labelled boxes. You could use  
  cellophane as fire and cotton balls as clouds. .....................................................................................q
 3.  Write in the answer to when each pillar was used. ...........................................................................q
 4.  Colour in the picture. You may like to show more Israelites . ........................................................q

Cover When you have completed the inside of your project, cover the project and decorate it. You
 could write some words which give a title to your project.  It may be “The Preparation of the  
 Kingdom” or a suitable quote. You might even add a picture about the lessons on the front. 
 To protect your project you could cover it with plastic or contact. Do not write your name  
 anywhere on the project. .................................................................................................................................q

When you have finished your project, use the check boxes to make sure 
you have completed all the instructions, then remove the cut-out and 

instruction pages from your project.
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Page 2: Creation
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Fold

Page 7: Baby Moses 

Page 4: Offering Isaac
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Page 3: Noah's Ark
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